














































































































































• e.g. <gap reason="hole" unit="line" extent="2" /> or  <gap reason="erasure" hand="Corrector1" unit="char" extent="4­6" />  Note that <gap> should not be used where a blank space has been left by the copyist or to supply restored text: these should be expressed by <space> and <supplied> elements:  Blank spaces (Collate &spa1; etc.): <space unit="char" extent="1" /> Unreadable text supplied by transcriber (Collate [º], [ill], [unr] or [re]):    <supplied source="transcriber"> ... </supplied> Unreadable text supplied from printed edition (various Collate tags):    <supplied source="Tischendorf"> ... </supplied>                                                         
2 The elements <lacunaStart/> and <lacunaEnd/> are for use in a critical apparatus rather than 













3 Note that <ex> is intended for editorial expansions which add a sequence of letters, whereas 



































 <teiHeader>    <fileDesc>       <titleStmt />       <editionStmt />       <publicationStmt />       <sourceDesc>          <msDesc />       </sourceDesc>    </fileDesc>    <encodingDesc />    <revisionDesc /> </teiHeader>  <text>     <body>          <div type="book" n="" xml:id="">     Optional <div type="preface"> <div type="capitula/kephalaia">          <div type="incipit">  <div type="explicit">           <div type="chapter" n="" xml:id="">          <ab n="" xml:id="">   Contents of <ab> may include:     <w />  <pc />  <num />  <note />   <gap />   The elements <w> <pc> <num> may contain or be contained within:     <hi>  (rend="rubric", rend="gold", rend="cap" height="")     <unclear> (reason="")     <supplied> (source="" reason="" agent="")     <foreign xml:lang="">     <seg type="margin" subtype="" n="@...">   The elements <w> <pc> <num> may be contained within:     <app><rdg type="" n="" id="">....</rdg></app>   The element <w> may contain: 
    <abbr type="nomSac">   The element <note> must contain type="" and may contain id=""     note­types: editorial transcriber              <gb n="">  (optional quire element)           <pb type="page" n="" xml:id="">  (alternative type="folio")           <cb n="" xml:id="">           <lb n="" xml:id="">   All the above location elements <pb> <cb> <lb> may contain:     <seg type="margin" subtype="" n="@...">       subtypes: pagetop pagebottom pageleft pageright       coltop colbottom colleft colright lineleft lineright     <fw type="" />       types: pageNum quireSig runTitle chapTitle lectTitle     <num type="" n="" />       types: chapNum AmmSec EusCan       <note type="" n="" />     types: canonRef editorial transcriber   <lb> may include the following rend attributes:      centreJust rightJust indent hang           </ab></div></div>     </body> </text> </TEI> 
